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Executive summary
The Internet was designed not with security in mind, but rather openness and
the free flow of information. The resulting globally connected nature of the
Internet has brought unprecedented levels of information and commercial
exchange, contributed enormous gains to individual prosperity, empowered
individuals, and promoted and expanded individual liberty. Only in recent
years have governments, militaries, industries, firms, and individuals come to
grips with the importance of protecting this critical sphere of activity on which
so much liberty, property, and security depends. How to protect legitimate
activity in cyberspace without compromising its open character is the challenge.
Overemphasizing security can restrict freedom and stifle entrepreneurial potential. Conversely, liberty in cyberspace without an appreciation
of cybersecurity presents rising commercial and governmental costs as well
as unacceptable threats to national security. One study on the economic costs
of cyberespionage and other forms of cyberattack estimates the global costs of
“malicious activity” at between $375 billion and $575 billion annually, and a
range of nation-states, state-linked groups, and non-state actors are exploiting
cyberspace to conduct espionage, military operations, and large-scale theft
of intellectual property. The most serious of these cases are examined in this
report, including: “cyber-riots” against Estonia, cyberattacks to coincide with
kinetic military operations against Georgia and Ukraine, cyberespionage and
intrusion into Western energy firms—all traced to Russian sources; US-Israeli
cooperation to develop and deploy the highly sophisticated and—importantly—narrowly targeted Stuxnet computer worm against Iran’s nuclear program; Iran’s Shamoon computer virus; and China’s exploitation of its capabilities for cyberattacks to conduct political, military, and industrial espionage
on a massive scale.
In a sense, cyberspace is the new Wild West, where the arm of international law has not yet arrived. Although there have been calls for international norms of behaviour and rules of the road in cyberspace, treaties, arms
control, non-proliferation, and disarmament as developed and understood
in the conventional, nuclear, and chemical realm are not easily transferred
to the domain of cyberspace. However, the absence of formal international
agreements on cybersecurity does not mean there are no rules or boundaries
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in cyberspace. The rule of consequences and of self-interest is in play, as is the
logic of cost-benefit in escalation. Even so, cyberattacks continue, increasing
in quantity and quality, which is why resilience is the watchword of cyberspace.
If deterrence is what kept the peace during the Cold War and the Nuclear
Age, resilience may be the governing principle of the Digital Age. This being
the case, this report argues that the level of North American resilience in
cyberspace should be heightened, with government and industry playing collaborative and cooperative roles.
As in other zones of commerce and theatres of operation, Canada and
the United States are deeply integrated in cyberspace. Both nations derive
benefits from cybersecurity cooperation. Canadians should not underestimate the benefits they gain from US willingness to share advanced capabilities
for cyberoperations. Canada draws a clear net benefit from close cooperation
with the United States in cyberspace because both the nature of the evolving threat and the nature and cost of countering this threat are increasingly
more difficult for a state to address on its own. At the same time, as it cooperates with the United States and other close allies, the Canadian government
faces the challenge of finding a balance between security and the Canadian
definition of freedom.
The expansion of the powers wielded by Canadian government agencies, as well as coordination with US agencies and other allied agencies, will
likely mean more combined activity between domestic and foreign cybersecurity and intelligence. This task should not be left to the specialized agencies
without a layer of oversight by elected representatives. As Canada updates
its ability to deal with threats in cyberspace, it needs to enhance the ability of
its representative government to oversee this important work. The idea of an
all-party committee in Parliament, advocated by some observers, is a good
one. Members of this committee would have security clearance and the ability to call informed witnesses to ensure that Canada’s cyberactivities balance
security with Canadian notions of the rule of law, liberty, and rights. The key
is to build in sufficient and effective checks and balances on the government’s
role so that both security and resilience can be enhanced, while intrusions
into individual liberty can be minimized.
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Introduction
The Digital Age and the technologies that shape and propel it have empowered individuals and provided the impetus for the expansion of individual
liberty and commerce. The accessible, open nature of cyberspace allows individuals to tap into stores of knowledge and information that can transform
their economic, social, and political lives. To illustrate: e-commerce, which is
only a small piece of the “cyber-pie”, was estimated at $49 billion in Canada
in 2011 (Deibert, 2012).
At the same time, cyberspace is a medium that has opened a deep store
of opportunity for individuals, groups, and foreign governments to inflict
harm on others and to acquire property illegally. That, in turn, invites governmental action, which can have the effect of limiting individual liberty. As
in other domains of political and commercial activity, there is a trade-off: as
government intervention increases, there is a promise of greater security, but
that security comes with economic costs and can limit liberty. Some tradeoff, it seems, is inescapable.
Some call for keeping cyberspace as open, diversified, and global as
possible and for a global network of cooperative behaviour called “distributed security” to provide the needed restraints on illegal behaviour. Others
urge governments to collaborate more extensively at the international level
and to seek “arms control” agreements on cyberoperations. Both arguments
have merit, but also assume significant incentives for cooperation that we
do not observe in the arena of cybersecurity. We argue that national security
actions by governments, such as Canada and the United States, focused on
upholding the rule of law and acting in accordance with the rule of law, will
remain an indispensable part of security in the evolving theatre of cyberspace.
Cybersecurity efforts in constitutional democracies, such as Canada and the
United States, thus face a stiff challenge: how to reduce vulnerability, optimize
commercial and national security, and respect individual liberty.
While government has no monopoly on the means of access to cyberspace, it has a duty to provide cybersecurity as citizens’ expectations of freedom in cyberspace include the freedom from cyberattacks against life, liberty, and property. There is no such thing as complete cyber security or cyber
defence because computer code will always be vulnerable. The challenge is
fraserinstitute.org / 1
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to obtain maximum advantage in a realm of shared vulnerabilities. The logic
of cybersecurity calls for governments, firms, and even individuals to maximize their resiliency.
Without national security action in cyberspace, threats to life, safety,
and property will increase. The costs of insecurity and business disruption
are too great and rising too rapidly to conclude that cybersecurity is not
needed or that no trade-offs with privacy can be tolerated. This study shows
the dominant patterns of cyberattacks and makes estimates of costs to business. There is no data available as of yet to do an authoritative study of the
costs. In any case, a failure of cybersecurity is costly and recent trends suggest costs will continue to rise.
National action to protect a country’s cyberspace requires “checks and
balances” on the governmental role so that security can be enhanced and
intrusions into individual liberties minimized. This is no mean task and cannot be entrusted solely to appointed officials but must include an oversight
role by the elected representatives of the people, which is currently not the
case in Canada. Our study supports the need for a discussion in Canada to
form a parliamentary oversight committee over security, intelligence, and
cybersecurity that includes members from all political parties who must have
security clearance to review sensitive material and security obligations to
handle such material responsibly.

Conclusions and recommendations
The focus of this report is on cybersecurity. Without a robust level of security, the benefits of the extended liberty provided by the Internet would dry
up. The high vulnerability level at all points in society, the deficiency of international governance in cyberspace, and the need for sustained expertise point
to a continuing role for the national government. The federal government’s
role is to protect national interests, including key infrastructure, and to support businesses and individuals in their quest for cybersecurity.
The high degree of anarchy in international cybersecurity requires both
national resources but also points to the need for international “arms control”
in cyberspace. However, the sprawling nature of the actors in cyberspace and
the fluidity between defensive and offensive actions in cyberdefence make
this quest very challenging.
Cybersecurity is best understood as gaining and keeping maximum
overall resiliency. Given the track record of foreign intrusions into Canadian
and American assets in cyberspace, especially those originating in China, the
level of North American resilience should be heightened.
The research on quantifying the cost of failures in cybersecurity is
still in its early stages. The two cost categories discussed in this paper (cost
fraserinstitute.org
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to business and cost to government) have only a few studies, and these offer
estimates rather than measurement. Canadian data lags behind US data. The
cost to government and business from cyberattacks should be systematically
recorded and analyzed and should include a bilateral component in order to
measure the magnitude of the problem and the effectiveness of counteraction
nationally and jointly in the Canadian-US market and security space.1
Given the integrated and global nature of cyberspace, the Canadian
government depends on both the Five Eyes arrangement and on close
Canadian-American cooperation on intelligence and cybersecurity. Even the
much larger US government derives benefits from cybersecurity cooperation
with key partners such as Canada. National sovereignty and national control
within these networks are crucial objectives but they are also relative and
not absolute, and require trade-offs to maintain benefits for all national parties involved.
Canada draws a clear net benefit from close cooperation with the
United States in cyberspace because the nature of the evolving threat and
the nature and cost of countering this capacity is increasingly more difficult
for a state to address on its own. At the same time, the Canadian government
faces a complicated trade-off between security and the Canadian definition of
rights and freedoms as it cooperates with the US and Five Eyes. Surveillance
capacity, like capacity for cybersecurity, is on the increase. Managing the
information that results from this capacity remains a key value that both the
US and Canadian publics demand.
Given the sensitive and intrusive nature of cyberactivities and the vital
principles of liberty and privacy, the national security activities of government
in cybersecurity should include a representative oversight function in Canada
in the form of a parliamentary committee composed of members from all
parties with sufficient security clearance and responsibility to review and
safeguard policy and operations. In both countries, the relationship between
cybersurveillance data and cybersecurity should be governed by strict criteria
of necessary security and limited use.

1. For a larger discussion on the implications of such measurement, see page 17, “Costs

to Business” and following section.
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The Nature and Logic of
Cyber(in)security

It is a cliché now but the Internet was not designed for security—it was built
to provide access to information and transmit it around an intranet of government-based computers inside the US Department of Defense. But, that
network evolved into the Internet as we know it today, which spans the globe.
From the early 1990s onward, virtually everything governments, companies,
and individuals produced, used, and depended on began migrating to cyberspace. In 2010, it was estimated that some 90 trillion emails were transmitted
(Alexander, 2012). The global connected nature of the Internet has brought
unprecedented levels of information exchange and commercial exchange to
“netizens” of the world and has contributed enormous gains in individual prosperity. Only in recent years are governments, militaries, industries, firms, and
individuals coming to grips with the importance of protecting this critical element of information on which so much property and security depends. How
to protect cyberspace without compromising its open character remains a
debate. If most countries were to build their own restricted national Internet
realms, the Internet would “balkanize”—that is, splinter—and many of its
gains of open exchange would be lost.
The complexity of the task—of attaining a certain level of cybersecurity—requires technology, logic, and strategies that go beyond traditional
notions of security and beyond traditional espionage.
The term “cyber” can refer to both the electronic and physical infrastructure of cyberspace and the line of alphanumeric data—the code—that
tells a computer how to act (Deibert, 2013). Such code is based on human
ingenuity and is thus also subject to human error. When people write code
(the lines of instruction), they unintentionally create vulnerabilities (Frei,
2013). Millions of lines of code and growing networks of interconnected programs make such vulnerabilities a near certainty. For example, Windows XP
has some 45 million lines of code. It is one thing not to like the program, but
the people building it were among the best in the field. Yet, during 2012 and
2013 more than 40 vulnerabilities were discovered in this program alone
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(Metz, 2013; Timberg and Nakashima, 2014; Rains, 2013). The point is that
cybersecurity is about how to minimize vulnerability. It cannot be about
attaining perfect security.
Cyberattacks range in severity from nuisance attacks to those having
the potential to threaten the command and control operations of a national
military apparatus. A cyberattack can occur when someone discovers and
exploits a vulnerability hitherto unknown. Such a vulnerability is called a
zero-day exploit (“zero day”). From the time a zero day is discovered, the clock
starts ticking as to what the actor will do with it. If the potential recipient
of such an intrusion discovers the vulnerability, he must engineer a patch to
close the gap (PC Tools, 2011). The two actors may not know of each other’s
manoeuvers. If a state actor finds a vulnerability in another government’s
system and only uses the unprotected spot to snoop inside the information
of that government, it is mainly understood as a form of espionage that is
accepted by most players as fair game (Nye, 2011; Riley, 2013). But if the hostile actor gains access and uses it to manipulate another state’s internal affairs
or causes something to malfunction or block access to a service, we call it a
cyberattack or, in the field’s jargon, a “cyber effects operation”.
Who can carry out such attacks? In one sense, more and more people
are gaining expertise to do so. But, in a spectrum of potential cyberattackers and their impact on cybersecurity, the experts distinguish between script
kiddies (inexperienced hackers) on the lowest end of risk and advanced persistent threats (APT), which are states or state-sponsored actors on the highest end (Winterfeld and Andress, 2012). Currently, the United States, United
Kingdom, China, Russia, France, and Israel are considered the most capable
of the APTs (Clarke and Knake, 2010; Lewis, 2013). Other states are emerging as up-and-coming APTs. Still others, such as Canada, are working hard
to bolster their expertise (Carr, 2012). In the middle of the spectrum, we find
so-called “hacktivists” and hired gangs and other semi-autonomous groups
that may have close working arrangements with state actors, as is probably
the case in Russia and China (Winterfeld and Andress, 2012; Clayton, 2012).
A zero day is both a vulnerability and an opportunity: Do you patch
it or use it to probe another’s capability (Kemp, 2012)? Finding a zero day is
difficult. Being able to use those discovered to engineer a sophisticated cyberattack is even more challenging. It may take months and many experts and
financial resources to execute a high-level cyberassault (Singer, 2012). Certain
governments, such as the United States, may use the grey vulnerabilities market to buy a zero day from hackers, realizing the government alone cannot
find all of them and that “commercial” expertise exists out there that the government can use. Ironically, legitimate governments buy cyberexploits from
semi-legitimate operators in order to save money and to learn what expertise
is out there (Gjelten, 2013; Fung, 2013).

fraserinstitute.org
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This marketplace for cyberexploits, however, is not the only one. While
governments buy from the hidden but not necessarily illegal grey market,
criminals simultaneously take advantage of a black market. In the black market, “hired guns” look to buy expertise with which to attack Western commercial or governmental institutions and criminals buy the proceeds or contents
of recent cyberattacks, such as credit card numbers and personal identities
(Fung, 2013, Aug. 31; Ablon, Libicki, and Golay, 2014). Both Target and Home
Depot are recent commercial victims of such cyberattacks, with customer
information being sold in the black market.
Cybersecurity is, of course, not a governmental monopoly in the sense
that nuclear weapons, for example, have remained thus far. Industry and individuals can be both suppliers and consumers of cyberinformation and, thus,
cybersecurity. As we will discuss further below, firms are constantly bombarded by break-in attempts for information. In this regard, China has made
itself notorious as a source country from which many such attacks arise. The
relationship between information-rich firms such as Google, Microsoft, and
Apple, mobile-phone providers such as Verizon, and government is even more
complicated (Savage, Wyatt, and Baker, 2013; Greenwald, 2014). Industry
often relies on government to help it stave off foreign cyberattacks but there
are also times when firms have gained expertise or access that a government
would like to tap into. Sometimes the government uses commercial platforms
to advance its surveillance or information-gathering methods without the
full knowledge and cooperation of the firm, as was disclosed from material
revealed by Edward Snowden, the former subcontractor for the US National
Security Agency (NSA) who sought diplomatic asylum in Russia after he
revealed NSA secrets and became a US fugitive (Ball, Borger, and Greenwald,
2013; New York Times, 2013).
Understanding the nature of cyberattacks sheds light on why the
spheres of defence and offence are not clear cut. When a country or actor
launches a cyberattack, it reveals something of its own capability, even of its
own vulnerability (Harris, 2009). The attack shows some of the know-how,
engineering, and expertise needed to launch it—all offering clues about the
attacker’s capabilities. It is like a missile with a blueprint. The missile may
explode but the blueprint stays fully intact for the receiving party to study at
length (Kemp, 2012). It is important to realize that APTs are generally able
to trace quite precisely where a cyberattack came from. It may take time but
few (if any) remain a mystery (Brenner, 2012; Clarke and Knake, 2010; Lindsay,
2013). And there is more that is given away by the country or group launching a cyberattack. When the United States or Canada discover a cyberattack,
they may learn something about the level of sophistication of their opponent and also about the information their opponent is seeking, though some
APTs such as Russia are improving the stealth level of their attacks to make
such information less clear (Singer and Friedman, 2013).
fraserinstitute.org
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An important ingredient of the logic of cybersecurity is that a country should engage in some offence in order to strengthen its defence. Trying
to detect and prevent intrusions, such as is done in the civilian US government systems called EINSTEIN (US, Executive Office of the President of
the United States, 2009a) or the NSA’s purported MonsterMind capability
(Bamford, 2014; Zetter, 2014), is not yet regarded as highly effective. In the
balance of weaknesses among competing countries, you do not want to be
the state that is most vulnerable because you have not honed your skills in
finding zero-day exploits or in using them. If attacked, the ability to reverseengineer a counterattack may be crucial in preventing a future attack. So you
must train and practice and let the attacker know that you know what it is
doing and that you can still respond.
For states to launch a successful cyberattack against politically- or militarily-important targets, such as defence agencies or nuclear-weapons programs—targets that are generally more “hardened” than commercial targets—
prolonged access into the target’s systems or networks is required. Thus, an
APT may want to have multiple zero days so that it can increase its probability of success (Weinberger, 2011; Collins and McCombie, 2012). At the
same time, offensive action means giving away some of your own expertise
(Kallberg and Bhavani Thuraisingham, 2013) and most certainly invites retaliation. Stuxnet, the Israeli-American cyberattack on Iran’s nuclear enrichment process (see below), for example, was quite effective in its immediate
objective of slowing down that process. But once Iranian scientists realized
something was amiss inside their systems, they sought outside technical
assistance, at which time Stuxnet was discovered. Moreover, in apparent
retaliation, Iran launched data-wiping attacks on Aramco’s operations in
Saudi Arabia (Perlroth, 2012).
The dynamic of cybersecurity is thus not that Canada and the United
States are the “poor” victims being attacked by all the “bad guys” in cyberspace. Rather, everyone who can is probing and learning in cyberspace. Every
APT is engaged in various forms of defensive and offensive activities. It is
the new Wild West, in some sense, where the arm of international law has
not yet arrived. To be sure, there have been calls for “norms and standards
regarding the use of cyberspace and cyber security,” including at the United
Nations level (Meyer, 2010). Committees in the UN’s General Assembly have
called for norms of responsible state behaviour and transparency. However,
only one international agreement in the area of cybercrime is now in effect.
Both Canada and the United States are signatories to the Convention on
Cybercrime drawn up by the Council of Europe, which became effective in
2004. Both Russia and China are openly critical of this international convention. The international agreement seeks “to combat computer-related crimes
worldwide through harmonizing national legislation, enhancing law enforcement and judicial capabilities, and improving international cooperation”
fraserinstitute.org
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(Archik, 2006: 2). Verifiable arms control, non-proliferation, and disarmament as developed in the conventional, nuclear, and chemical realms are not
easily transferred to the domain of cybersecurity.
The absence of formal international agreements on cybersecurity does
not mean there are no rules or boundaries in practice. The rule of consequences and of self-interest is in play, as is the logic of cost-benefit in escalation. For example, using cyberspace to inflict fatalities on foreign citizens or
physical damage to key economic assets is not something APTs would consider lightly. Experts debate whether such extensive attacks are even possible
given current capabilities (Rid, 2013; Libicki, 2009; Samaan, 2010; Clarke
and Knake, 2010). To illustrate: it may be possible to interfere with the operation of a large dam via cyberspace from abroad, but destroying the concrete
structure and drowning a city down river is quite another matter. To be sure,
President Barack Obama is on record warning hostile players that cyberattacks are not isolated from the rest of defence policy and national security. In 2011, he used the loaded term “all necessary means” to describe the
possible American reaction should the nature of the attack so warrant (U.S.
White House, 2011: 14). Interestingly, Russian military officials have argued
that “the use of information warfare against Russia or its armed forces will
categorically not be considered a non-military phase of a conflict, whether
there were casualties or not” (Hildreth, 2001: 11).
If deterrence is what kept the peace during the Cold War and the
Nuclear Age, resilience may be the governing principle of the Digital Age.
Deterrence, after all, works best when your adversaries have a clear idea of
what you can and will do if attacked (Betts, 2013). Yet, in cyberwarfare, secrecy
is paramount in maintaining a competitive edge. Defining what weapons you
will retaliate with when attacked invariably reveals part of your capabilities.
Having an effective deterrent in cyberspace is thus problematic. The apparent attack by the North Korean government under the name of “Guardians of
Peace” against the Sony Corporation in late 2014 seems to have set off a US
reaction. The wiper malware used against Sony wreaked havoc on the company and brought to a halt its imminent release of the satirical movie about
Kim Jong-un called “The Interview”. A few days later, North Korea’s admittedly small Internet went dark for a period of time. Possibly, Obama made
good on his threat that North Korea’s “cyber vandalism” would be met with
“a proportional response” (Perlroth and Sanger, 2014, December 22).
In short, the operational concept best suited for cybersecurity per se
is resilience. Resilience is quite different from deterrence, since resilience
presupposes weathering an attack, while the aim of deterrence is to prevent
an attack through the avowal of overwhelming retaliation. Moreover, given
that the nature of cyberattacks is still evolving and that attackers increasingly
use third and fourth parties to channel their attacks, and thus create false
leads for those trying to find the attacker (Geers, 2010), traditional notions
fraserinstitute.org
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of deterrence may not apply in cyberspace. A better defence is the ability to
sustain one or more cyberattacks and to be able to counter and restore defensive capacity (Lindsay, 2013). How you recover and how you function when
compromised becomes of utmost importance.
This appears to be the path NATO has chosen. The alliance regularly
conducts defensive war games, such as Baltic Cyber Shield and Locked Shields,
in cyberspace. In 2013, NATO defence ministers agreed to establish Rapid
Reaction Teams to provide better protection for NATO’s networks (NATO,
2014a). In 2014, the alliance declared cyberdefence “part of NATO’s core task
of collective defence” and noted that cyberattacks could lead to invocation of
Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty, NATO’s all-for-one collective defence
commitment, which has been the foundation of Western deterrence since
1949 (NATO, 2014b: §72). Still, NATO’s 2011 policy on cybersecurity focuses
on “prevention, resilience and defence of critical cyber assets to NATO and
Allies” (NATO, 2011: 1).

fraserinstitute.org

Three Case Studies
of Cyberoperations

We offer three brief case studies to illustrate the nature of cyberoperations
conducted by three of the largest APTs. None of these are exhaustive examinations of the activities undertaken by these states, but they do illustrate
how a lack of cybersecurity is exploited. In the case of Russia, we note the
development of hybrid warfare. This is a type of state-led organized violence
in which cyberoperations are launched alongside asymmetric warfare and
conventional military operations, as we have seen in Georgia and Ukraine.
In the case of US-Israeli action against Iran, we note two things: the sophisticated technical nature of the cyberoperation and, at the same time, the limited
or targeted political nature of the attack, namely to support the overarching
diplomatic goal of stopping Iran from developing nuclear weapons. In the
case of China, we note the predominant theme of industrial espionage and,
increasingly, industrial blackmailing.

Russia’s hybrid warfare
Estonia’s brush with cyberwar started after the Estonian government decided
to relocate a Soviet-era war memorial. The decision incensed Russia. What
followed has been called “Web War I” and “a cyber-riot” (Davis, 2007; NATO
Review, 2013). Cyber-savvy Russian nationalists—likely a group contracted
by the government in Moscow—unleashed a volley of “distributed denial
of service” (DDoS) attacks that crashed Estonian websites with countless
computer-generated “zombie” hits, flooded servers in Estonia with junk data,
and overwhelmed Estonian networks. The attacks, which lasted about three
weeks in the spring of 2007, disrupted Estonia’s communications infrastructure, targeting newspapers, the mobile-phone network, the country’s largest
bank, and key government web sites, including those of the president, prime
minister, parliament, and foreign ministry. The impact of the attacks “harmed
the state’s ability to carry out its administrative functions in accordance with
applicable law” (Tikk, Kaska, Rünnimeri, Kert, Talihärm, and Vihul, 2008: 11).
10 / fraserinstitute.org
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Unlike the cyberattacks against Estonia, the 2008 cyberattack against
Georgia was conducted in combination with conventional military operations,
“making it among the first cases in which an international political and military
conflict was accompanied … by a coordinated cyber-offensive” (Tikk, Kaska,
Rünnimeri, Kert, Talihärm, and Vihul, 2008: 4–5). It thus “demonstrated that
cyber-attacks have the potential to become a major component of conventional warfare” (NATO, 2014a). According to a study conducted by NATO’s
Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence, “[t]he methods of cyberattacks against Georgia primarily included defacement of public websites
and launch of distributed denial of service attacks against numerous targets”,
including the parliament, foreign affairs ministry, office of the president, foreign embassies, TV stations, newspapers, and the nation’s largest commercial bank. The attacks “severed communication from the Georgian government” to its citizens and its allies (Tikk, Kaska, Rünnimeri, Kert, Talihärm,
and Vihul, 2008: 5, 15).
Before and during Russia’s annexation of Ukraine’s Crimean peninsula in 2014, Ukrainian computer networks, including networks run by the
government in Kiev, were hit by a virus “comparable in its complexity with
Stuxnet”, the computer worm that crippled Iran’s nuclear program (Jones,
2014, March 7). The origins of the “Snake” virus that targeted Ukraine are
reportedly unclear, but “its programmers appear to have developed it in a
GMT+4 time zone—which encompasses Moscow” (Jones, 2014, March 7).
Finally, a recently unearthed piece of malware known as Havex
began targeting US and European firms in 2011. Due to its target (companies involved in energy acquisition and production) and its apparent source
(Russia), Havex has been dubbed “Energetic Bear” in the West. Like Stuxnet
(see below), the goal of Energetic Bear was to “compromise” networks and
then “control” them (Clayton, 2014, July 1).

American-Israeli “coercive” diplomacy
In 2006, press accounts reported that the George W. Bush administration
authorized the “Olympic Games” cyberoperation against computer systems
that ran Iran’s nuclear program. The operation began with US and Israeli agencies identifying vulnerabilities in the computer systems themselves, which were
provided to Iran by Siemens. Those vulnerabilities were then used as pathways
for cyberattacks against Iran’s nuclear program (Broad, Markoff, Sanger, 2011).
The Obama administration continued and expanded the effort, which
included the now-famous Stuxnet computer worm. Stuxnet had two major
components: one was designed to destroy Iran’s nuclear centrifuges; another
“secretly recorded what normal operations at the nuclear plant looked like,
then played those readings back to plant operators … so that it would appear
fraserinstitute.org
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that everything was operating normally while the centrifuges were actually
tearing themselves apart” (Broad, Markoff, and Sanger, 2011). Stuxnet quietly
ripped through Iran’s nuclear program for 17 months, targeting the operating
systems running the program; tricking centrifuges into running faster than
normal, then abruptly slowing them down; and confounding Iran’s nuclear
scientists. Along the way, another cyberweapon was developed known as
“Flame”—a piece of malware that targeted computers belonging to Iranian
officials to gather intelligence used in Stuxnet’s sabotage.
Hundreds of system-critical computers and approximately 1,000 centrifuges (out of 5,000) were knocked out, and Iran’s drive to develop a nuclear weapon
was set back several months (Sanger, 2012a). Stuxnet became the first major
cyberattack “used to effect physical destruction,” according to Gen. Michael
Hayden, who served as Bush’s CIA director and NSA director (Sanger, 2012b).
In 2012, Iran launched Shamoon, a sophisticated computer virus that
targeted the Saudi oil company, Aramco, and Qatari natural-gas giant, RasGas.
It is quite possible that some of the expertise to do this was gained from the
attacks Iran itself suffered. Shamoon “rendered inoperable—and effectively
destroyed the data on—more than 30,000 computers” (Alexander, 2013) and,
in the case of Aramco, “replace[d] the data on the hard drives with an image
of a burning American flag” (Perlroth, 2012). Shamoon, according to former US Defense Secretary Leon Panetta, “was probably the most destructive
attack that the private sector has seen to date” (Panetta, 2012). Although the
attacks did not target the United States and Israel directly (perhaps they were
unable), they nevertheless signaled that Iran is not a weak state incapable of
threatening valuable interests in cyberspace (Perlroth, 2012). At present, Iran
has second-tier capabilities for cyberoperations. Nevertheless, its growing
capabilities suggest that one day (perhaps much sooner rather than later) it
could narrow the gap between its capabilities and America’s (Mandiant, 2014;
Lewis, 2014; Perlroth, 2012).

China’s economic cyberexploits
China’s cyberoperations at first focused on espionage, gathering “political, military, corporate-strategic and scientific information in order to bridge technological gaps as quickly as possible” (US Defense Department, 2008: 4). A study
conducted for the US-China Economic and Security Review Commission
adds that China’s use of “computer network exploitation activities to support
espionage has opened rich veins of previously inaccessible information that
can be mined both in support of national security concerns and, more significantly, for national economic development” (Krekel, Adams, Bakos, 2012:
107). However, the attacks are becoming more diversified and range beyond
normal espionage activity.
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In 2013, information-security firm Mandiant pointed to “an army unit
in China” as the source of these attacks (US Senate Subcommittee on Emerging
Threats and Capabilities, 2103). This supported the Pentagon’s conclusion in
2007 that the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) had “established information
warfare units to develop viruses to attack enemy computer systems and networks” (US Defense Department, 2007: 22). The Mandiant report details a
cybercampaign that has “penetrated the networks of at least 141 organizations”
(US-China Economic and Security Review Commission, 2013: 15). The report
claims that a PLA cyberforce known as “Unit 61398” is conducting “extensive” computer network operations (US Senate Subcommittee on Emerging
Threats and Capabilities, 2013: 4–5). The following list highlights how Chinese
actors are exploiting cyberspace:

•

•

•

•

•

Planting computer components with codes that can be activated to destroy
data or take control of critical infrastructure or financial networks in
numerous countries, including the United States and Canada, and various
US federal government offices. In a 2007 case, some 1,500 computers in the
Pentagon were affected (Krekel, 2009; Gorman, 2012).
Infiltrating subcontracting firms and systems related to the development
of the Joint Strike Fighter (Gorman, Cole, Dreazen, 2009). The warplane
represents the future backbone of air forces in the United States, Canada,
Britain, Italy, Netherlands, Turkey, Australia, Denmark, and Norway (US
Defense Department JSF Program, 2014).
Conducting “cyber-warfare against civilian and military networks—especially against communications and logistics nodes” (US Defense Department, 2008: 21). The US Transportation Command (TRANSCOM) mission
includes air-refueling and logistics and depends on many civilian subcontractors (Krekel, Adams, Bakos, 2012: 34–37).
Conducting cyberattacks against Defence Research and Development Canada, the Finance Department, and Treasury Board. The 2011 attacks forced
Canada’s chief economic agencies to unplug from the Internet (NATO
Review, 2013). A similar Chinese intrusion occurred in 2014 against the
National Research Council (NRC), the Canadian government’s principal
R&D organization, which works closely with the private sector. The NRC
was forced to shut down and quarantine its networks to prevent the attack
from spreading (Boutilier, 2014).
Stealing “user credentials” for more than 150 NASA employees and gaining
“full functional control over networks at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory” (USChina Economic and Security Review Commission, 2012: 9).
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•
•

•

Orchestrating successful computer breaches within the foreign ministries of
the Czech Republic, Portugal, Bulgaria, Latvia, and Hungary (Perlroth, 2013).
Hacking into Boeing’s C-17 Globemaster project in 2013. (The Globemaster is a military cargo plane used by both Canada and the United States.) A
three-person team led by Chinese citizen Su Ben has been accused of this
crime. Su was arrested in Canada. As of this writing, his extradition to the
US is pending (Minnick, 2014).
Launching “spearphishing” attacks—a tactic using email that appears to be
from a trusted source to gain access to a target’s computer—against Westinghouse Electric, Alcoa, Allegheny Technologies Incorporated, US Steel,
the United Steelworkers Union, and SolarWorld. The five men indicted
by the US government on account of this crime all serve in the PLA’s Unit
61398 (US Department of Justice, 2014; US District Court Western District
of Pennsylvania, 2014).
A more exhaustive tally of cyberincidents attributed to China has been produced by Laura Saporito and James A. Lewis of the Center for Strategic and
International Studies (2013).
Another concern with Chinese cyberattacks stems from the close relationship between the central government and the many state-owned enterprises. A case in point is the telecommunications giant Huawei. US officials
have tried to dissuade American firms in the defence and telecommunications arenas from contracting with Huawei (Harris and Fish, 2013). In 2011,
for instance, Washington blocked Huawei from building a wireless network
for emergency responders and, in 2013, Washington urged South Korea to
exclude Huawei from participating in a wireless-network project (Entous,
2013). Some US officials suspect firms like Huawei of placing a “bug, beacon,
or backdoor” into critical systems that could allow for “a catastrophic and devastating domino effect … throughout our networks” (Harris and Fish, 2013).
The atmosphere of mistrust forced Huawei CEO Ren Zhengfei to announce
in late 2013: “We have decided to exit the US market” (Harris and Fish, 2013).
The fact that Huawei has been involved “either directly as a vendor or
indirectly as a research collaborator with various PLA-affiliated organizations or universities weakens claims by Huawei’s leadership that it maintains
no ties with the Chinese government or the military” (Krekel, Adams, Bakos,
2012: 75). The US-China Economic and Security Review Commission concludes that subsidies as well as collaborations with the PLA and other government entities suggest that “an ongoing relationship between Huawei and the
Chinese military and Chinese political leadership may exist” (Krekel, Adams,
Bakos, 2012: 75).
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Huawei’s alleged success in quietly and pervasively compromising systems has also heightened concerns in the British government that utilitiesnetwork upgrades carried out by Huawei may have given Beijing the ability
to shut down essential services (Smith, 2009). The vulnerability of these systems already has been shown by natural disasters, human error, and software
failures, as Canadians and Americans learned first hand during the August
2003 power outage (Alexander, 2010).
A senior systems-security official with the now-bankrupt Canadian
telecommunications firm Nortel blames Huawei for hacking into Nortel,
stealing vast amounts of intellectual property, and effectively killing the corporation in the process (Payton, 2012). Nortel’s secrets were systematically
stolen for almost 10 years, but the company did not become aware of China’s
extensive access until years after the initial attack (Gorman, 2012).
Canadian officials openly blamed the 2014 intrusions into the NRC’s
systems on a “highly sophisticated Chinese state-sponsored actor” (Boutilier
2014, July 29). Moreover, in 2011, the Canadian government reported cyberattacks against Defence Research and Development Canada, the Finance
Department, and the Treasury Board that caused Canada’s key economic
agencies “to disconnect from the Internet” (NATO Review, 2013). Emanating
from China, the attacks targeted computers of senior government officials in
an effort to gain access to government data and systems (Vieira, 2011). The
attacks exposed a lack of preparedness and comprehension of the magnitude
of the threat. Consider that the contingency plan for continuity of operations
was, apparently, directing thousands of government employees to use home
Internet connections or “wireless Internet connections at nearby cafes,” as
the New York Times reported at the time (Austen, 2011, February 17).
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Risks and Costs of North American
Cybersecurity

Both the American and Canadian governments (the latter more slowly)
have developed strategies to limit, if not prevent, the damage cyberattacks
by nation-states and non-state actors can inflict on the economic vitality,
trade position, critical infrastructure, and security of the two North American
neighbours. The Canadian and American strategies generally focus on three
categories of threats: other states attempting to steal Canadian and American
secrets; organized crime using cyberspace to make illegal profits; and terrorists using the Internet to recruit members and raise funds (Public Safety
Canada, 2010; US, Executive Office of the President of the United States,
2009b; Cilluffo and Cardash, 2013). In addition, as nation-states and nonstate actors progress from merely disruptive to destructive attacks, Canada,
the United States, and their allies are devoting increasing attention to threats
not only against national or economic security but also against the integrity
of the systems and networks that support these functions.
Of the three threats, states with a well-developed capability for cyberattacks—the “Advanced Persistent Threats,” or APTs, mentioned above—pose
the greatest danger to national and economic security. These adversarial states
possess the ability to execute sophisticated and unrelenting cyberattacks
(Winterfeld and Andress, 2012: 4, 8–10). The most important distinguishing
feature is the high level of expertise an APT possesses. The APT category is
further divided between states such as the United States, United Kingdom,
Russia, China, Israel, and France that possess superior capabilities and other
states—like Canada—that possess some capability but have not reached the
same level of sophistication (Brenner, 2011; Clarke and Knake, 2010; Carr,
2012; Lewis, 2013). Of the states with superior capabilities, China is the top
intruder into government and private-sector networks in Canada and the
United States.
Adding a complicating layer to cybersecurity are “insider” vulnerabilities. At the time the Canadian and American cyberstrategies were published (in 2010 and 2009, respectively), the scandals surrounding Jeffrey
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Delisle, a Navy sub-lieutenant who stole and sold information from classified Canadian systems to Russian intelligence (Freeze and Taber, 2012), and
Edward Snowden, who stole and leaked over 200,000 documents classified
“top secret” or “special intelligence” (Hosenball, 2013, Nov. 14), had not yet
come to light. “Insider threats” is the name given to these types of actors:
individuals who possess legitimate system access and knowingly or unknowingly compromise government systems or critical infrastructure (Winterfeld
and Andress, 2012: 83–84).
Cyberattacks include gaining unauthorized access to privileged or
proprietary information and causing disruption to IT and other infrastructure that may result in physical disruption or damage. By gaining control of
critical switches and the networks that control key infrastructure, a cyberattack could derail passenger trains, contaminate drinking-water supplies,
and shut down power grids (Panetta, 2012). When asked in early 2014 what
threshold a cyberattack would have to reach to trigger a US military response,
Gen. Keith Alexander, first commander of the US military’s Cyber Command,
replied: “If it destroys government or other networks, I think it would cross
that line” (Clark, 2014). Alexander predicted in 2012 that the “transition from
disruptive to destructive attacks” is coming (Alexander, 2012). A Chinese
general recently warned that the consequences of cyberattack “may be as
serious as a nuclear bomb” (Perlez, 2013, April 22). Panetta, warned in 2012
that cyberattacks could “disable or degrade critical military systems and
communication networks,” leading to “a cyber Pearl Harbor; an attack that
would cause physical destruction and the loss of life” (Panetta, 2012). While
some experts have challenged the parallel to Pearl Harbor as rhetorical exaggeration, the fact that senior defence officials within major military powers
are saying these things says something at the very least about the worries
generated by cyberspace.
Publicly available data about cyberattacks and cyberevents is still fragmented and incomplete. However, a trend is visible: both the associated costs
and risks of cyberattacks are increasing. The number of cyberattacks on the
United States rose 44% between 2010 and 2011 (Alexander, 2012). There are
cascading economic costs—and rising national security and public safety
risks—associated with these forms of cyberattack.
The research on quantifying the cost of failures in cybersecurity has
only just begun. The two cost categories discussed here (cost to business and
cost to government) have only a few studies, and these offer estimates rather
than measurement (Public Safety Canada, 2011).
Cost to business
A 2013 study by the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) in
Washington, DC, separates “malicious cyber-activity” into six parts:
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loss of intellectual property and confidential information;
cybercrime;
loss of sensitive business information:
opportunity costs, including “service and employment disruptions, and
reduced trust for online activities”;
5 costs of securing networks, insuring IT systems and recovering from
cyberattacks;
6 reputational damage to the victim. (CSIS, 2013: 3)

1
2
3
4

This broad definition of malicious cyberactivity helps explain why estimates
of the economic costs are imprecise. As CSIS notes: “The wide range of existing estimates of the annual loss—from a few billion dollars to hundreds of
billions—reflects several difficulties”. First, many companies hide their losses
and/or fail to report cyberevents. Some are not even aware they have been
victims of a cyberattack (CSIS, 2013: 3). Indeed, Alexander noted in 2012
that 162 of 168 Fortune 500 companies surveyed report being victimized
by cyberattacks of some sort. But the scope and scale of the danger is much
worse: “They’re the ones that know they’re being hacked … there are more
than a hundred companies for every one that knows they’ve been hacked that
don’t know they’ve been hacked” (Alexander, 2012). In 2013, the US government notified more than 3,000 companies—many of them defence contractors—that their computer networks and systems had been compromised by
hackers (Nakashima, 2014).
The costs range beyond patching security gaps and lost revenue.
Pointing to figures produced by the US Commerce Department’s International
Trade Administration that extrapolate export values into US jobs, CSIS concludes that the high-end estimate of $100 billion in US losses from cyberespionage “would translate into 508,000 lost jobs … roughly a third of a percent
decrease in employment” (CSIS, 2013: 17).
A 2014 study on the economic costs of cyberespionage and other forms
of cyber-attack conducted by CSIS on behalf of McAfee estimates the global
costs of what it calls “malicious activity” at between $375 billion and $575 billion (CSIS, 2014: 6). Other studies on the economic global costs of cybercrime
have estimated the figure as high as $1 trillion (Greenberg, 2012). Some 431
million people are victimized in cyberspace per year, and cybercrime represents an economy “larger than the global black market for marijuana, cocaine,
and heroin combined … and approaching the value of all global drug trafficking” (Deibert, 2012: 11). According to a global survey of IT decision-makers
conducted by McAfee, “[i]t costs an average of almost $600,000 per firm to
respond to each security breach concerning the loss of vital information such
as intellectual property” (McAfee, 2009: 7).
The upper-end figure of $1 trillion has drawn questions and criticism
(Greenberg, 2012). In defending its 13-figure estimate, McAfee noted: “The
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number was intended to provide a sense of scope around the very real problem of data and intellectual property loss” due to cyberattack, adding that
“the issue is truly gigantic in scope and growing” (Greenberg, 2012, August 3).
That point appears beyond debate.
The CSIS estimate of “malicious” cyberactivity costing between $375
billion and $575 billion is imprecise. However, it does give us a starting
point—a sense of how important and significant cyberspace is to the global
economy, how reliant the world is on this domain, and how this zone of
commerce, communications, and collaboration is being exploited by many
actors to pursue nefarious ends. CSIS noted that Canada’s proportional cost
of cybercrime was significantly lower than in the United States (0.17% versus 0.64% of GDP) but the main reason for this gap may be underreporting,
including by business firms, and lack of systematic data of the economic costs
of cyberattacks in Canada (Ligaya, 2014).
Cost to government
The cost to government is significant but underestimated. Individual departments report various expense categories that appear incomplete in part
because IT and cyberprotection programs are widespread and integrated
into how agencies operate and it is difficult to extract the exact cost devoted
to security.
The US Office of Management and Budget reported that in 2012, “federal agencies spent more than $15 billion on cybersecurity-related projects
and activities” (CSIS, 2013: 12). The US Defense Department alone is investing
more than $3 billion annually in cybersecurity (Panetta, 2012). In 2010, the
United Kingdom announced it would “set £650 million aside over four years”
toward a new “National Cyber Security Programme”. Half of these resources
are earmarked for detecting and countering cyberattacks (UK Cabinet Office,
2011: 27). Canada, in comparison, spends much less: only “$90 million over
five years, and $18 million in ongoing funding” was initially allocated for cybersecurity (Press, 2012, October 17). Amid criticism of Canada’s comparatively
modest spending on cyberdefence, Canada increased its investment to $155
million over five years to 2016 to “reinforce the Government’s cyber security capabilities” (Public Safety Canada, 2013: 6; MacDonald and Vieira, 2012).
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North American Cybersecurity
Cooperation: Canada, the United
States, and the Five Eyes
Both the Canadian and American cyberstrategies recognize the shift in
threats over the past five years. In 2004, cyberattacks were considered a
low-risk threat by the government of Canada. Today, cyberattacks are “about
as high as terrorism in terms of national security threats” (Canada, SSCNSD,
2012a). Canada’s Cyber Security Strategy notes that the Canadian federal government is increasing the resilience of government systems, pursuing publicprivate partnerships to secure critical infrastructure, sharing information
about cybersecurity with the public, and enhancing police powers (Public
Safety Canada, 2010: 1). The American Cyberspace Policy Review calls on
the US to “improve [its] … resilience to cyber incidence” through infrastructure hardening, and defence and recovery tactics (US, White House, 2013).
Cyberthreats will be confronted through international partnerships, deterrence strategies, and “appropriate responses for … state and non-state actors”
(US, Executive Office of the President of the United States, 2009a: 5). In 2011,
the United States released its International Strategy for Cyberspace, which
formalized the Policy Review into an actionable agenda for international collaboration (US, Executive Office of the President of the United States, 2011).
On a state-to-state level, Canada and the United States have an extensive history of working together through the Five Eyes alliance (Gendron,
2013). The 1946 UKUSA Agreement formalized an intelligence-sharing
arrangement between the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand that began in World War II and remains in force
today (National Security Agency, Central Security Service, 2010). The Five
Eyes—a shorthand that refers to the alliance members (Cox, 2012)—predominantly targeted states of the Soviet bloc during the Cold War (Rudner,
2001). After the Cold War, the alliance shifted its focus to tackle competing
threats from multiple states and actors.
To ensure adequate coverage, the Five Eyes divided the world up
into five regional clusters, one for each alliance member (Richelson, 1990).
Unofficial accounts suggest that Canada covers the Arctic, Latin America,
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and the North Pacific and North Atlantic Oceans. The United States surveys “the Caribbean, China, Russia, the Middle East and Africa”. The United
Kingdom is responsible for Europe and Western Russia, while Australia and
New Zealand cover South and East Asia, and the South Pacific and Southeast
Asia, respectively (Cox, 2012: 6; Rudner, 2001: 103).
The United States possesses cyberintelligence capabilities that are significantly more advanced than most states (Nye, 2011), yet alone it is unable
to gather the volume of information it needs. Cooperation with the Five Eyes
is necessary to reduce this intelligence deficit. Without the Five Eyes, America
could only “collect [information] … against a part of the target” (Lander, 2004:
492). Cooperation provides more information so the US government can
prepare more effectively for the threats it faces directly, and the threats its
allies face that could spill over to the United States (Cilluffo and Cardash,
2013). Cooperation between Canada and the United States in the cyberrealm
is largely embedded in, and a by-product of, the Five Eyes regime. As with
much of the Canada-US partnership on security-related matters, Canada-US
cooperation for cybersecurity goes even further than the Five Eyes. Close
cooperation occurs between the NSA and the Communications Security
Establishment (CSE)2 to target “approximately 20 high-priority countries” in
the collection of signals intelligence (SIGINT) (US, National Security Agency,
Central Security Service, 2013).
A capabilities gap exists between the United States—the primary,
technologically advanced, well-resourced partner—and the secondary Five
Eyes partners (Lefebvre, 2003). Since Canada has a more limited ability to
develop sophisticated technology, Canada acquires and uses NSA capabilities (US, National Security Agency, Central Security Service, 2013) to help
manage its portion of the partnership’s mission. Inevitably, the United States
influences some of the intelligence gathering done by Canada.
US-Canada resource-sharing in the cybersphere—including hardware,
software, and personnel—means that the NSA and CSE are relatively well
integrated (US, National Security Agency, Central Security Service, 2013;
Rudner, 2001). While integration increases efficiency, it also increases the
prospect of a cyberattack against one partner spreading to another. Titan
Rain, for example, was a series of coordinated cyberattacks from 2003 to 2005
that originated from China (Markoff, Sanger, and Shanker, 2010). Although
Titan Rain initially stole information from the systems of the US Department
of Defense, it later spread to other “sensitive government and private-sector
systems” (Porteous, 2011: 1). By 2005, Titan Rain had infiltrated the systems
of the Five Eyes governments, amongst other American allies (Porteous, 2011;
Thornburgh et al., 2005). Likewise, an attack against a Five Eyes ally could
2. Formerly, Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC). See <https://www.
cse-cst.gc.ca/en>; MacCharles, 2014, October 31.
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spread into the United States via the allies’ integrated cyberintelligence assets.
An adversary in cyberspace may only need to penetrate one Five Eyes system to find and retrieve American secrets through the linked networks (Cox,
2012). Interoperability, while efficient, is perhaps more of a double-edged
sword in cybersecurity than in conventional military defence.
Canadians should not underestimate the benefits they gain from
America’s willingness to share advanced capabilities. The NSA’s US$10.8 billion budget (Gellman and Miller, 2013) easily dwarfs CSE’s 2013 budget of
CA$460 million and 2014 budget of CA$829 million (Freeze, 2013; Treasury
Board of Canada Secretariat, 2014). To upgrade CSE’s capabilities to roughly
equivalent NSA levels would require a very large increase in its budget, a
costly and most unlikely investment. Instead, Canada has “access to a $15
billion global [information-sharing] partnership” that imparts vital intelligence on key “threats and … technological challenges” through the Five Eyes
(Canada, SSCNSD, 2012b). Participating in the alliance provides Canada
with access to a multi-billion dollar intelligence apparatus without needing
to make equivalent investments in its own SIGINT capabilities. Cooperation
is decidedly cheaper than independently developing competitive intelligence
capabilities (Sims, 2006).
Access to American capabilities and the dynamic of an alliance relationship, such as the Five Eyes, includes US requests on Canada’s intelligence
collection. Several Canadian embassies, for example, have been set up as listening posts at the request of the NSA (LeBlanc and Freeze, 2013; Weston,
Greenwald, and Gallagher, 2013b). More recently, Canada allowed the NSA
to carry out surveillance during the 2010 G20 Summit in Toronto. The specifics of Canada’s involvement are unknown, but a leaked memo points to
close operational cooperation between the NSA and “the Canadian partner”
during the G20 (US, National Security Agency, 2010: 3; Weston, Greenwald,
and Gallagher, 2013a).3
To carry out its Five Eyes mission—defending government systems
in cyberspace and providing intelligence to support governmental decisionmaking (Cox, 2012)—Canada relies in part on American capabilities and,
specifically, US intelligence. This means that the United States, in turn, can
influence Canadian intelligence priorities (Richelson, 1990). In this relationship, Canada is, of course, in a more dependent position. The government
of Canada must thus keep its eye continually on both the effectiveness of its
cooperative cybersecurity network with the United States and the sovereign
Canadian parameters for security and privacy. Despite some of the embarrassing leaks emanating from the Snowden incident, the relationship’s disadvantages are outweighed by Canada’s continued access to high-level American
3. The Canadian Government has denied spying on the G20 but did not explicitly deny

cooperation with its SIGINT allies. See Weston, Greenwald, and Gallagher, 2013a.
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intelligence and the advanced technologies Canada and the United States
use together to confront the ever-evolving threat of cyberattacks (Richelson,
1990). At the same time, on a balance of vulnerabilities, cooperating with
the Five Eyes and Canada in particular provides an important means for the
United States to expand its global surveillance reach (Bauman et al., 2014)
and to enhance North American cybersecurity.
Canada draws a clear net benefit from close cooperation with the
United States in cybersecurity because the nature of the evolving threat and
the nature and cost of countering this capacity is increasingly more difficult
for a state to address on its own. At the same time, the Canadian government
faces a balance between security and the Canadian definition of freedom as
it cooperates with the United States and Five Eyes. Surveillance capacity, like
capacity for cybersecurity, is on the increase. Managing the information that
results from this capacity remains a key value that both the American and
Canadian public demand.
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Governing Cybersecurity
and Freedoms

The focus of this report is on cybersecurity because, without a robust level of
security, the benefits of the extended liberty provided by the Internet would
dry up. High vulnerability of all in society, the lack of international governance in cyberspace, and the need for high levels of expertise point to a continuing role for national governments. The benefits of an open web can only
continue if we have both an open and secure web.
As in other domains of political and commercial activity, there is a tradeoff: as government intervention increases, there is a promise of greater security,
but that security comes with economic costs and potential limits on liberty
and privacy. This trade-off, it seems, is inescapable, but requires continuing
management. If there is a see-saw between the two, we do not want all security
and no liberty nor all liberty and no security. The call for keeping cyberspace
open and non-balkanized is vital. We see authoritarian societies such as Russia,
China, and Iran limiting the freedom of their national Internet, effectively turning them into giant but controlled intranets. The loss of information, education, and commerce, not to mention the loss of political ideas, are all at stake.
Long before there was such a thing as cyberspace, Adam Smith noted
that “the first duty of the sovereign” is to protect society from “violence and
invasion” (Smith, 1776/1991: 689). What serves as the launching pad for violence or invasion—land, sea, sky, space, or cyberspace—diminishes neither
the danger nor the sovereign’s duty to confront it. The problem is that in protecting against insecurity in cyberspace, the sovereign has relatively less power
than we may assume and the sovereign’s activities to protect include various
potential activities that might infringe on commercial or individual freedoms.
In short, finding an acceptable balance between liberty and security in
cyberspace is difficult. Overemphasizing security can “severely restrict one’s
freedom of choice,” as how individuals gain access to cyberspace, with whom
they interact, and how they behave becomes inhibited (Greenwald, 2014: 173).
Excessive legislation or regulation on cybersecurity can also stifle entrepreneurial potential. Conversely, liberty without an appreciation of cybersecurity
presents rising commercial and governmental costs and unacceptable threats
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to national security. An individual unaware of how “a single wrong click today”
can have larger consequences upon his livelihood, property, and liberty—as
well as the livelihood, property, and liberty of his neighbours or coworkers
or employer—presents a significant vulnerability in cyberspace (Singer and
Friedman, 2013: 234). Similarly, companies such as Canada’s Nortel and the
US arm of Japan’s Sony Corporation were destroyed or severely disrupted in
large part by failures in cybersecurity. We cannot choose only liberty or only
security: liberal democracies must aim for both (Alexander, 2009).
In liberal constitutional democracies such as in North America, we
expect the freedom to access, use, and conduct legal inquiry and business
online as part of our inalienable individual freedoms. Cybersecurity, then,
inevitably is composed of two challenges: gaining security against threats in
cyberspace and maintaining security as the servant of liberty. The test is to
build in sufficient and effective checks and balances on that governmental
role so that, on the one hand, security can be enhanced and, on the other,
intrusions into individual liberties can be minimized.
Government interventions, including surveillance, can yield enormous information about the threats to a state’s economic or national security.
Cybersurveillance is also a key aspect of counter-terrorism and de-radicalization,
including operations aimed at the recent phenomenon of lone-wolf political
violence. Yet, individual liberty, and privacy in particular, can be compromised by the wrong use of data obtained by cybersurveillance (Greenwald, 2014).
Gathering information on the bad actors often means that information on ordinary citizens is collected (Gellman, Tate, and Soltani, 2014). In cyberspace there is
currently an unfortunate trade-off where, at times, a certain degree of anonymity and privacy—which certainly fall within the sphere of most conceptions of
liberty—is violated to enhance security. That sacrifice does not have to lead to
harmful results if managed and supervised correctly. We posit that surveillance
should be open and largely unencumbered. Note that the nature of threats in
cyberspace keeps changing. Therefore, curtailing the government’s ability to
gather data is too risky a measure. Instead, the key checks should be at the output level and not the input level: how the data is used, interpreted, and stored.
The emphasis of checks should be on how surveillance data acquired through
wide-net collection mechanisms can be used and stored, and for how long.
Cybersecurity and intelligence are increasingly connected. The 9/11
Commission in the United States pointed to the pitfall of “stove-piping” information as was seen in the lack of sharing and cooperation between the FBI
and CIA. In Canada, the expansion of the powers wielded by the Canadian
Security and Intelligence Service as well as the coordination of the CSE and
NSA will likely mean more combined activity between domestic and foreign
cybersecurity and intelligence. This task should not be left to the specialized agencies, such as the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service and
CSE, without a layer of oversight by elected representatives. Canada’s current
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Security and Intelligence Review Committee is not well suited for the task
because its officials are not elected and its powers are too limited. As Canada
is updating its ability to deal with threats in cyberspace, it needs to enhance
the ability of its representative government to oversee this important work.
The idea of an all-party committee in Parliament, supported by former CSE
Chief John Adams, is a good one (Chase, 2013; Adams, 2014). Members of
this committee would have security clearance and the ability to call informed
witnesses to ensure a careful review of Canada’s cyberoperations (Livermore,
2014). Given the intense partisan climate in Canada, there should also be
responsibilities adopted by these parliamentarians so that information would
not be used for any other purpose than public safety and security.
In response to the public reaction to revelations made by Snowden
about the US government’s collection of metadata, President Obama
announced plans in January 2014 “to provide greater transparency to our
surveillance activities and fortify the safeguards that protect the privacy of
US persons” (Obama, 2014). Obama’s proposals include:

•

•

•

reforms within the Justice Department and US national-intelligence
apparatus to limit the federal government’s ability “to retain, search, and
use in criminal cases communications between Americans and foreign
citizens incidentally collected”;
reforms in the way the FBI works with commercial entities, especially
communications providers, to seek and obtain information used in
government investigations; going forward, the Obama administration
wants the secrecy surrounding these “national security letters” to be lifted
sooner, and to allow communications providers “to make public more
information … about the orders that they have received to provide data to
the government”; and
reforms aimed at phasing out certain elements of the metadata-collection
program that began after the 9/11 attacks and establishing “a mechanism
that preserves the capabilities we need without the government holding
this bulk metadata”. (Obama, 2014)
Because of the open nature of cyberspace and its predominant private
ownership, protecting against, identifying, mitigating, deterring, and dealing
with cyberattacks are responsibilities that transcend traditional state-centric
security. In other words, cybersecurity cannot be provided by the federal government or by inter-governmental action alone. As detailed above, cybersecurity is a quest for relative advantage and low vulnerability. Cybersecurity
has geographic, economic, and public-private boundaries and roles that differ from conventional security and defence. For example, the cyberdefence
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exercises codenamed “Cyber Storm”, in which Canada and the United States
have partnered since 2006, have enfolded 12 allied governments, as many as
60 private-sector firms, and 115 national, state, and local agencies and organizations (US, Department of Homeland Security, 2014).
The Canadian and American cyberstrategies do not say much about
“the how” of public-private partnerships in advancing cybersecurity, though
both call for close cooperation. Each strategy, in principle, recognizes that
the government and the private sector need to work together. It is not a topdown relationship. Actors that attack the private sector can also attack the
government. Sharing information can thus support a secure private sector
which, in turn, supports a secure government. Creating the necessary conditions to facilitate private-sector cooperation, however, requires a delicate
balancing of interests.
Much remains unknown about the Canadian government’s reach into
the data held by private companies. Nevertheless, regular interactions appear
to occur between private actors and the government to discuss threats in
cyberspace and exchange information (Lukacs and Grovers, 2013).
The US government’s relationship with private companies at times
contains undertones of coercion. Some companies, for example, are legally
required to hand over their data to the NSA through the PRISM program, as
Snowden disclosed (Greenwald, 2014; Washington Post, 2013). Such disclosures invariably represent a significant government intrusion into corporate
secrets and individual privacy (Nakashima and Warrick, 2013). As mentioned
above, the Obama administration is reforming the rules governing these socalled “national security letters” that require companies to share information
with the government.
“To be successful in cyberspace, it is going to require government and
industry working together with the best of both,” Alexander explains (US,
Senate Committee on Armed Services, 2012). After all, Google, Amazon,
Sun, Oracle, Microsoft, and the like are going to have skills and platforms
crucial in advancing cybersecurity. Echoing such sentiments, John Forster,
CSE chief, sees “cyber as a team sport; each of us [in government, the private
sector, and as individuals] has responsibilities … this is not a Government of
Canada issue; this is a Canada issue. [Policymakers] need to provide leadership and coordination in getting everyone on that” (Canada, SSCNSD, 2012b).
All true, but the relationship between government and private business
in cybersecurity will not always align around national dimensions. Firms and
government agencies make calculations about relative information advantage
and low vulnerability. Some US firms after the Snowden leaks, for instance,
have shown reluctance to cooperate with the NSA, fearing that their profile
in cyberspace is being manipulated by government priorities. This is a difficult public-policy debate that has just begun in the United States and will
likely also become increasingly important in Canada.
fraserinstitute.org
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